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Clients

Banks

Buyside firms

Clearinghouses

Corporates

Dealers / Interdealer brokers

ECNs

Exchanges

Prime brokers

Swap execution facilities (SEFs)

1,500+ 
active customer connections

90 
vendors connected

MarkitSERV FX offers connectivity to route post 
trade messages from execution venues directly 
into your post trade environment. 
Trade data can be enriched and delivered in your required format/protocol 
for seamless integration into downstream systems.

Electronic trading and automated execution strategies have drastically increased 
the volume of FX tickets, and new complex regulation for reporting has created 
more complicated FX trade processing challenges for all participants through the 
trade lifecycle. Combined with an increasing emphasis on risk control, this means 
it is more important than ever to have positions reflected in participants’ own 
systems as soon as trades have been executed. Therefore notifications are required 
electronically in realtime from a reliable platform. 

Markit provides industry leading technology to FX market participants by 
managing and streamlining multiple post trade processes within a platform built on 
MarkitSERV’s proven infrastructure. By taking a collaborative approach to post trade 
efficiency, Markit works with other solution providers to add further value to your 
post trade processing environment.

Flexibility

A scalable and modular approach  
to service delivery ensures that the  
solution can adapt and grow to meet 
evolving requirements. 

Realtime delivery

Post trade confirmations are  
delivered in realtime to your specified 
post trade system.

Proven technology

Deployed or hosted solutions,  
used throughout the industry.

Multiple vendor compatibility

Easily connect proprietary systems with 
MarkitSERV’s extensive network of over 
90 vendor platforms.

Supports multiple instrument types

FX and precious metals connectivity 
for the following instruments: spot, 
forwards, swaps, NDF, options  
and futures.

MarkitSERV  FX: Execution connectivity
Enhance your post trade processes and workflow management with connectivity between trading 
venues and customers.
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